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Artist biographies 

 

Sophie Galton – Artistic director (AD) 
I have a BA in Theatre Acting and PGCE in Drama. I have worked in schools in the 
United Kingdom and internationally teaching IGCSE drama and IB Diploma Theatre. 
My core teaching is a mix of devising work and the exploration of practitioners such 
as Antonin Artaud and the Theatre of Cruelty.  
         The movement of change, the ability to explore, imagine and redesign our 
worlds through theatre is an incredible experience. This is what inspires and drives 
me as an artist. From Brecht to Butoh, Boal to Bausch – theatre is an avenue of 
culture, expression and unimaginable possibilities.  
         I have been a teacher of IB Diploma Theatre for over eight years and I am also 
an examiner of the Solo theatre section of the exam. Through my own passions for 
exploring world theatre I am able to lead students through a diverse, challenging 
and exciting IB programme of study.  

 

Keriann O'Rourke – Rep 
I call Singapore my 'home away from home' and have been working here in 
education as a Kindergarten teacher as well as a drama and dance middle school 
specialist. I am a proud member of the ISTA team and work as an event 
coordinator, digital and social media coordinator and also as the Singapore regional 
coordinator for ISTA. 

I adore all things that have to do with using our bodies and voices in unique 
ways to tell stories, interpret texts and to develop a creative understanding of our 
world around us. I am particularly interested in ways that we can use technology in 
our arts classroom to make our theatre work come to life—taking what we already 
know, applying visual, audio and experiential elements to make the actor's 
experience move beyond the stage. 

I am passionate about hosting and organising events. As a teacher, I hosted 
three ISTA festivals for primary and middle school and have Repped numerous ISTA 
events across the age groups for both students and teachers. I love watching an 
event unfold where artists, hosts and visiting schools come together to share in the 
ISTA magic. 

 

Student ensemble leaders (SEL) 

 

Helen Abbott 
I studied a BA in Acting at Royal Conservatoire of Scotland and an MA in 
Shakespeare and Theatre and am now a theatre director and practitioner. I also 
work on new scripts as a dramaturg. I was the 2017 recipient of the John Fernald 
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Award which led to my role as AD for Persuasion at the Royal Exchange Theatre 
and in 2018 I co-founded the theatre company Light Bulbs in Soil. 
I love creating work, whether from scripted material or devised. I am always amazed 
at how a group of individuals can go from discussing a concept to performing 
inspirational pieces of drama that can educate and entertain. I am particularly 
interested in how classical work can be re-imagined for the audience of today. 

 

Emmy Abrahamson 
I am a former ISTA student and have worked as an actor, director and acting 
teacher. I am also a bestselling author of four young adult books and two for adults 
—which is weird since all I’ve ever wanted to do is theatre. I’m Swedish/Polish, 
currently live in Sweden and have boy/girl twins. 

I love entertaining people through stories. A story should have truth in it, in 
whatever shape or form. My philosophy is always: 'Just do it' as well as: 'What’s the 
worst that could happen?' On their deathbed no-one ever wished they had watched 
more TV. 

 

Neil Farrelly 
I studied at Middlesex University, London. I have lived and worked in Asia for the 
past 25 years, teaching, directing, writing and collaborating with students and 
artists from all over. I have worked for ISTA since 2004 and love the Connect 
programme. My first book Girls are our Future was published in India in 2017 and 
my second book Foreign Entrepreneurs in Hokkaido comes out in Japan in 2019. I 
live in Hokkaido north Japan with my wife and dog. 

I like collaborating, creative projects, interviewing people. I like the feeling 
after a workshop of having made a difference in some way. I like underdogs. I like 
writing about what's out there and what's in me. I like handmade things. I'm old 
school in that I trust people more than machines. I think real communication is a 
glorious thing. 

 

Nick Pillow 
I'm a comedian, actor, theatre education consultant and teacher, originally from the 
United Kingdom but now based in Mumbai. Prior to freelancing, I was a full time 
teacher for 12 years in London and Mumbai, and have also worked for the Royal 
Shakespeare Company in London, and as a stand-up comedian and comedy actor 
here in Mumbai and across the globe. 

As an artist, I have pursued two passions: comedy and Shakespeare, which 
aren't as far apart as one might think. Both involve exploring the interplay between 
words and the body, and finding new ways of expressing yourself. I've also taught 
IB Literature and Performance for many years, and love exploring the relationship 
between page and stage. 

 

Paul Sullivan 
I have a Bachelor of Performing Arts from NASDA, New Zealand and experience 
performing in a range of theatre styles and forms. My love of improv theatre was 
sparked as member of the Wellington Improv Troupe (WIT) as both performer and 
director. I have worked as head of drama at international schools in Egypt and 
Vietnam and am currently working at Shanghai American School. 

I am passionate about the role of theatre to reveal our humanness and create 
empathy. I believe all performance is an exchange of energy that should always be 
present, alive and playful. I live by the quote: 'If you don't risk failure, you won't 
reach magic.' 
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ISTA staff 

 

Tom Scott - Event Manager 
I'm in my 6th year working for ISTA full time. I'm the Event Manager and I'm 
responsible for overseeing the quality and safety standards for all ISTA events as 
well as coordinating work on event programming, artist in residency and risk 
management. I live in Falmouth, United Kingdom with my partner Logan. 

I love talking to people and hearing their stories – human connection is so 
powerful and I love nothing more than chatting to artists, teachers and students 
from all corners of the world and sharing life with them. I’m also a massive fan of 
HIIT training, yoga and flying amongst other things. 

Sally Robertson - Executive Director 
I was born and brought up in the north of England and didn’t travel abroad until I 
was 18. In my third year of college I was asked if I’d be interested in doing my final 
teaching practice at a British International School in Rome. I couldn’t pack my bags 
quickly enough. I remember queuing, a few years later, at the Bouffes du Nord in 
Paris for one of the last tickets for Peter Brooke’s production of The Tempest. I was 
blown away by the magic. The stage was set for three decades of travel, teaching in 
international schools and a passion for theatre. 
          The most significant artistic experience I recall was spending two years in 
Paris studying with Monika Pagneux. From this I developed a fundamental respect 
for the craft of the actor (the physical actor, that is) and for ensemble. I love 
watching an individual student grow in confidence and awareness through theatre 
and I love watching an ensemble build from the first tentative steps to a bond that is 
as strong as any. 
           Now I am less artist/teacher and more manager/leader. I have been 
Executive Director of ISTA for 18 years. Leadership for me is about being a good 
listener, caring, having a good sense of humour and using every ounce of 
experience to inform good decisions. I have been involved with ISTA for almost 35 
years and feel completely blessed to be surrounded by so many inspiring, talented 
and simply lovely colleagues and friends. 

 
 

External workshop leader biographies 
 
Rebekah Lopata 
I’m a playwright and science teacher. My plays have been produced in theatre festivals 
throughout the United States and Canada. I’ve taught playwriting in the United States and Costa 
Rica and completed an MFA in Creative Writing and Theatre from UBC. The work I’m most proud 
of, though, is the script I wrote for the Cancer Society of Canada in 2008, as it was used in 
educational materials for doctors to better support families dealing with cancer. I love playwriting 
because it’s inherently a collaborative art; the words only truly come alive once in the hands of 
actors and directors!  
 
Vanessa Lopez 
I am an experienced yogi and acroyogi who has trained in acroyoga conventions around the 
world. My foundations and approach to Acroyoga stem from the playful and inclusive of trainings 
of AcroRevolution. My philosophy is that acroyoga is about making connections, building trust, 
laughing and finding your own success.  
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Lakshmi Saravanan  
I am a math teacher by profession. Kolam is very interesting to me since it comes in many 
designs and there is a lot of math involved in the designs. Having grown up in Chennai, I have 
been drawing kolams since my high school days. I also do the Rangoli form of Kolam which 
involves coloring the designs. 
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